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What is school safety? According to Viskapedia.in school safety has been defined as creating safe environment for children from home to schools. For me school safety is not only for the children but for other people in the school to they need proper safety environment too like teachers, janitors and other that work within the school. Safety is not only for physical but for mental health too for example like at home other student may suffer from financial problems that may cause the children stress at school or their parents may have abusive to them. As they said mental health is important as physical health.

In the first paragraph we talk about that school safety is from home to school so we must consider the travel if the students are safe let’s talk about bus safety because they are so many hazards in travel that may occur in riding a school bus you must know first in sir properly and face forward and place your parcel and bags under your seat this will help you in your health ergonomically. Ergonomics is important in terms of health according to osha.oregon.gov implementing ergonomic solution can make employees more comfortable and increase productivity this may also applies in students in their study in school. Unlike other school many schools in the Philippines doesn’t have busses many of them use jeep or tricycle in their daily transportation in jeep you can’t face forward so you must hold to the hand holding bar so your body can stay properly. In school safety we must have sign and symbols because it will prevent accidents we must place safety precaution signs in hazard prone areas so that the young children will be safe. School also must have guards so that the can monitor the safety of the school it’s important that the guard is knowledgeable about the safety precautions they must be prepare and trained like for any emergency that may occur in the schools.
School safety is really important because the children is our future so we must always keep the school safe so we can promote safe, social and creative learning for the students.

SCHOOL BUILDING

How a school building should be? According to nalandaschool.org the building school should be spacious, have good architectural features and well planned. I agreed to what it said school building must be spacious so the ventilation is good for the students and teachers. I’m not a civil engineer or an architect but I have knowledge about structure’s a good building must have good foundation first. So you must first pick a site and make sure the soil is good for foundation of a building. Loam is the best soil for construction due to its ideal combination of silt, sand and clay it combines the best of all their qualities into the ideal balance of supporting a foundation.

School building has many features to be considered first it must have attractive environment for student and teachers. Buildings and classroom must be clean, neat and inviting example of school buildings are library. Library is where the books are commonly found and where the student usually study so I suggest that it must have good ventilation inside so the students may study properly and library must be need to be a quiet place so I suggest a place for the building far from the road or any place that may cause noise and the wall must be resistance to noise outside. School building must have safety precaution the school must have sign and symbol for example in an earthquake were must the student and teachers will go. School building must have good features like any other buildings it must have great durability and good crushing strength in case of national disaster it won’t break easily the materials for the building must be good quality. A school building must have a good lighting it helps you to see clearly and avoid mistakes proper lighting needed in corridors and shadowy corner.
A good school building is important for students so we must sure that making one is what's best for them it helps the student to be their best at studying because of the comfortable features of a school building.
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